
U N B O W E D
PACK MEMBER PLEDGE



UNBOWED produces world-class apparel and fitness
supplements for the love of the hunt.

Made for all wolves—the alpha, the beta, the lone wolf...all body
types, all activities, all disciplines, all hunts.

The strength of the pack is the wolf.

Hi, we’re UNBOWED!

our brand

LEARN MORE

https://www.unbowed.com/pages/we-are-unbowed


everyone is welcome. All body types, all cultures, all disciplines,
all accessibilities. The pack never leaves a wolf behind.  

Before we’re a product, we’re a brand. Before we’re a brand,
we’re people who care deeply about creating an inclusive
community that promotes healthy attitudes towards fitness and
welcomes all into our pack.  Our product and service offerings
are made for all wolves—the alpha, the beta, the lone wolf... all
activities, all hunts. 

 

AT UNBOWED,

For the love of the hunt. 

For the strength of the pack. For

the power of the wolf.

our purpose



Traditional attitudes in the fitness industry have been known to
promote toxic conventions of masculinity, bullying, and
exclusivity—at its worst ignoring the individual altogether and at
its best, challenging them to adhere to the status quo versus
celebrating their unique journey toward cultivating a healthy
lifestyle. 

UNBOWED aims to change this by helping their pack rediscover
and awaken the wolf within. That he/she/ they (xe) have been
there all along, perhaps hidden under layers of insecurity, self
doubt or monachopsis. We do this by promoting the unique
power of each individual, universal body positivity, and inclusivity
through cultivating a community (a pack), a public declaration of
acceptance, and with world-class fitness products that help you
love the hunt.

 

our mission

https://www.instagram.com/unbowednation/
https://www.facebook.com/beUNBOWED/


Social media—Instagram in particular—and other digital
marketing efforts have created an almost cult-like standard for
what it means to be fit. Unrealistic body images litter audience’s
feeds and there seems to be an ever-growing toxicity lurking
beneath the flurry of positive affirmations. We’ve seen this in the
advertising industry for decades, and we’re seeing it now on
social media. 

We’re here to flip the script and constantly remind our pack that
they’re strong enough, powerful enough, and good enough to
reach their goals without the insecurity that bubbles to the
surface every time they walk into a gym or scroll through their
Instagram feed. Our bodies were made to move, we were made
to set goals and surpass them, we were made to love the hunt
and enjoy the journey, not to freeze in fear or bow down to our
self-doubt. 

Sometimes being UNBOWED means standing up to the
status quo, and sometimes it means standing up to yourself
—turning your inner voice into a howl, and awakening the
wolf within. 

 

why we exist



our leader



— Inspired by the fearless confidence of the wolf and its pack,
his latest Arizona-based company UNBOWED is poised to
become the next major industry disruptor (alpha) across the
U.S. health and fitness market.

Having spent the majority of his youth overweight, depressed
and the subject of high school bullying, Christian’s journey
toward physical and mental transformation began during his
freshman year when he was first confronted with the prospect of
being diagnosed as pre-diabetic.

He quickly locked into what he terms “The Hunt” - a daily fitness
and nutrition discipline that would accelerate his personal and
professional development. Spanning the next fifteen years,
Christian became a personal trainer, graduated from Coaches
Training Institute (CTI) in Los Angeles, and rose to lead trainer
and head fitness coach and consultant to some of the industry’s
top athletes, models, and body-builders across the nation.
 

 

christian craig



Experiencing first-hand the limitations of traditional attitudes in
the fitness industry, well-known to promote toxic conventions of
masculinity, bullying, and exclusivity, Christian knew he and his
growing network of top athletes and trainers – The Pack – could
‘flip the script’ in the fast-moving, $30 billion health and fitness
industry in the U.S.

With a mission towards cultivating an inclusive, body-positive
suite of world-class apparel and fitness supplements for ‘lovers
of the hunt,’ UNBOWED launched May, 2019 as a one-stop-
shop brand concept to align health, fitness, nutrition, personal
development and community empowerment to awaken the wolf
within.

UNBOWED reminds our pack that they’re strong enough,
powerful enough, and good enough to reach their goals without
the insecurity that bubbles to the surface every time they walk
into a gym, or scroll through their Instagram feed. Our bodies
were made to move, we were made to set goals and surpass
them; we were made to love the hunt; enjoy the journey, and not
freeze in fear or bow-down to our self-doubt.

"Sometimes being UNBOWED
means standing up to the
status quo, and sometimes it
means standing up to yourself
—turning your inner voice into
a howl, and awakening the wolf
within.” Christian Craig

 



our brand identity



The name behind the brand. A meaning that reflects who we
are, a definition that is unique to our pack.  

We are very passionate about our powerful, 14th-century name.
A representation that identifies who we are as a brand, as a
pack. Meaning to not bow down. Not be subdued. We define it
as being UNBOWED and standing up to the status quo,
standing up to yourself—to not to freeze in fear or bow down to
societal pressures, or worse our own self-doubt.  

Pronounced | ən'̍ boud. As if you're saying un and bowed
together. Bowed, as to take a bow after a play, not as in bow
and arrow.

UNBOWED is to be written in all caps, at all times to reflect the
boldness and confidence of the brand. 

 

 

unbowed | the name



symbol | the wolf

No animal has been as misunderstood as the wolf. Cast as a
bloodthirsty villain in folklore and children’s stories, wolves have
enjoyed a special mystique that has engendered fear and
respect throughout their range.

A wolf’s real personality is often hidden under the character of
his or her social position. Intelligent, non-aggressive, and
friendly with the ability to make strong emotional attachments
are among those traits we can generalize about the magnificent
wolf.

With an innate understanding of the value of teamwork, the wolf
is always ready to take its place in the chain of command either
as leader or as simply a member of the pack. When a wolf
decides to innovate, it makes sure that it has the backing of a
capable team (that’s where we come in). The wolf is clear-
headed and strong-minded, but always willing to adapt in the
interests of getting a job done — in our case, the hunt. 

Wolves are expressive and readily communicate their emotional
states with body language — movement and activity. They work
hard at developing their social relationships, and thrive under
pressure.

 



We are an inclusive community of unique individuals with
different goals and disciplines. We are not cult-like—we meet
our wolves where they are, we do not expect them to meet us.

UNBOWED is more than just great tasting supplements and
awesome apparel.  We are a brand taking on an egotistical
industry with a keen sense and intuition about what’s happening
in our industry and with our pack, it is part of us.   

We live, eat, and hunt for the good of our pack. We are loyal to
them and they to us. 

Everyone is welcome. All body types, all cultures, all disciplines,
all accessibilities. The pack never leaves a wolf behind.

 

unbowed nation



At UNBOWED, we’re seeking brand advocates that align with
our mission and our purpose, and share that signature
#UNBOWED story of resilience, inspiration, and
transformation similar to our own.

Promote your favorite UNBOWED products on your social
media page and receive commissions for all referral sales.
You will be given a Referral Link that can be found in your
portal dashboard when you sign up to be used for
promotions.  

While there's no required opening purchase for this program,
it is recommended you have UNBOWED merchandise so you
can start sharing UNBOWED with friends, family, and your
social network. There is a minimum of $100 / order required
to be considered.

our

pack member

benefits

SHOP NOW

https://www.unbowed.com/


Post your practices, motivations & inspirations using
#UNBOWED for an opportunity to be the feature of our weekly

“Wolf On The Hunt” Spotlight Series post. 
After all, the strength of the pack is the wolf!

 
For the love of the hunt. 

For the strength of the pack. 
For the power of the wolf. 

We are UNBOWED.
 

info@beunbowed.com

 

share your unbowed story

https://www.instagram.com/unbowednation/
https://www.facebook.com/beUNBOWED/

